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Overview
 Pedigree and theories
 Information sources and cognitive tools
 UK Bookmaker market and suitable race types
 Methodology & Results, including the ability of
bettors to incorporate pedigree information
 Implications
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Pedigree

Source: https://relatedhowagain.wordpress.com/category/relationships/page/16/
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Breeding and the analysis
of pedigree
Theories include:
- Dosage
- Inbreeding/line breeding
- Sex balancing
- Nicking
- Rasmussen factor
- X-factor
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https://derbywinner.net/2014/09/21/il-tesio-great-expectations/

Dosage theory
 Prevalent in form guides
 Influential sires - chef de races
 DI indicative of speed/stamina balance
 Issues – Retrospective changes
- Bias towards sire-line
- No control group
- Limited to four generations
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Dosage Theory - Nyquist
 Sire never won a race at
10 Furlongs (2000m)
 Same great damsire as
* American Pharoah
* A Shin Hikari
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Analysing information from
a range of sources
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Source: www.pedigreequery.com/nyquist
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Source: www.attheraces.com/

Decision making under uncertainty
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Source: www.wordcloud.com

Setting – UK Bookmaker market
 Bookies dominate
>80% market share

 Insert photo of
bookies ring!!!

 Market maker
 Fixed odds
 Over-round varies

Photo by Will Palmer
http://tinyurl.com/gr54ua7
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Can pedigree information
help predict the winner ?
 Pedigree information potentially more
valuable for:
– Maidens
– Untried distance increases (Gramm and
Ziemba, 2008,2012)

 Sire & dams performance (if raced)
 Performance of sire & dams offspring
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Methodology
 Maiden races – restricted
to Over-round >8%

 Preference variables
 Conditional Logit
Modelling
 Kelly wagering strategy
Secretariat
Heart size: 22 pounds
(>2.5 times larger than
average)
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Photo by tccana
https://www.flickr.com/photos/10386256@N03/877252285/

Results – Pedigree only
 Pedigree information can be valuable
 Performance of sire, dams, damsires
offspring better predictor
 Dam-line provides more insight
Pseudo R² = 0.1022 (variation explained by
model)
18 significant variables (P<0.05)
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Results – Pedigree + odds

 Pseudo R² including odds = 0.27444
 Pseudo R² odds only = 0.27414
 Difference of 0.0003
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Results & Conclusion
 Only one factor not discounted in the starting
price odds
 Performance of sires’ offspring of a similar
age/sex
 Bettors good at discounting pedigree info
-High level of experience and expertise
-Regularly assessing events in probabilities
-Regular & immediate feedback plus incentive15

Wagering – 2013 to 2014 (3154 races)
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Summary
 Pedigree has some predictive value
 Bettors are good at using this information
 Bookie market semi-strong form efficient
 A positive ROI is achievable, thanks to FLB
 Naturalistic settings make for well
calibrated decisions
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Thank you
Interested in pedigree?
Check out Boojums bonanza (blog by David Dink)
https://ddink55.wordpress.com/
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